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The idea of a universal class of hash functions is due to Carter and Wegman. The goal is 
to define a collection of hash functions in such a way that a random choice of a function in 
the class yields a low probability that any two distinct inputs will collide. In this paper, we 
present some characterizations of universal classes of hash functions in terms of combinatorial 
designs uch as resolvable balanced incomplete block designs and orthogonal arrays. The two 
classes of hash functions that we study are called optimally universal and strongly universal. 
We show that optimally universal classes of hash functions are equivalent o resolvable 
balanced incomplete block designs and strongly universal classes are equivalent to orthogonal 
arrays. Consequently, known classes of combinatorial designs yield new, small, and efficient 
classes of universal hash functions. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. ~NTRODUCTION 
Universal classes of hash functions were introduced by Carter and Wegman [5J, 
and were studied further by Sarwate [-/7] and by Wegman and Carter [25]. 
Several applications were discussed in E5, 25], and further applications have been 
found since then. First, let us review the motivation and relevant definitions. 
Let A and B finite sets, and denote a=lA[  and b=[B].  We shall assume 
throughout his paper that a>~b. A function h:A ~B will be termed a hash 
function. For a hash function h, and for x, yeA, x#y,  define 6h(X,y)=l if 
h(x) =h(y),  and ~Sh(x , y )=0 otherwise. That is, 6h(X, y)= 1 if and only if the 
hashed values of x and y collide. For a finite set H of hash functions, define 
6H(x, y)=Y~h~n &h(X, y). Hence, 6H(X, y) counts the number of hash functions in 
H under which x and y collide. 
The idea of a universal class of hash functions is to define a collection H of hash 
functions in such a way that a random choice of a function h e H yields a low 
probability that any two distinct inputs x and y will collide when their hashed 
values are computed using the function h. Note that this probability can be 
computed to be 6H(x , y)/[H[. By choosing H suitably, it is possible to make this 
probability small for all choices of x and y. 
However, it is important not only to have 6H(X, y)/[H[ small for every x and y, 
but for practical applications, [H[ should be small as well. In general, one can 
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specify a function chosen from the class H by communicating log2 [HI bits of infor- 
mation (in principle, this can always be done by storing a complete list of all the 
functions in H). Of course, for realistic applications, this amount of storage will 
be prohibitively large. Hence, we have as our goal to construct a class H of hash 
functions uch that the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. fix(x, y)/lH[ is "small" for all choices of x and y 
2. [HI is as small as possible 
3. it is possible to efficiently produce a random function from the class H 
given a random string of length log 2 [HI 
4. each function fE  H is efficient o compute. 
We shall address these questions in the remainder of the paper. First, we state 
and prove a bound on fH(x, y) that was noted in [17, p. 42] (the proof is 
essentially the same as that of [5, Proposition 1). 
THEOREM 1.1. For any class H of hash functions from A to B, there exist distinct 
elements x, yeA such that gin(x, y)>~ [HI (a -b ) / (b (a -  1)), where a= [A[ and 
b = IBI. 
Proof For hEH, define Th={(x ,y) :h(x) - -h (y) ,  x#y}.  Then, define 
T={(h ,x ,y ) :hEH,  (x,y)ETh}. For any hEH, it is easy to see that 
[T hi >~ a(a -- b)/b, and that IT h[ = a(a -- b)/b if and only if [h- X(z)[ = a/b for all z ~ B. 
Consequently, [T[ >~ [H[ a(a-b)/b. Noting that 
Irl = 2 
{x, y~A :x~ y} 
we see there must exist x, y such that 
[HI a(a - b) 
f~,(x, y) > 
ba( a - 1) 
We now present hree related definitions: 
f q(X, y), 
IH] (a -  b) 
b(a -  1) " 
1. H is universal2 (or U2) if fix(x, y) <<. [Hl/b for all x, y ~ A, x ~ y. 
2. H is optimally-universal 2 (or OU2) if 6/-z(x, y )= [HI (a -b ) / (b (a -1 ) )  for 
all x, yeA,  x ~ y. 
3. H is strongly-universal2 (or SU2) if for every Xl, x2 E A (Xl ~ x2) and for 
every Ya, Y2 E B, 
I{h E H: h(x l )  = Y l ,  h(x2) = y2}l = IHI/[B[ 2. 
It is obvious that OU2 ~ U2 and SU2 ~ U2. These definitons arise as follows. In 
view of Theorem 1.1, the O U2 property corresponds to minimizing the value 
max{f~(x, y) :x ,  y EH}. This definition was given by Sarwate [17]. The U2 
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property is just a slight relaxation; it was the original definition of Carter and 
Wegman from [5]. The property SU2 as defined in [25]; it is required for some 
applications as authentication. 
In this paper, we study mainly the properties OU2 and SU2. In each case, we can 
characterize such a class of hash functions in terms of combinatorial designs. OU2 
classes of hash functions are equivalent to resolvable balanced incomplete block 
designs and SU2 classes are equivalent to orthogonal arrays. These types of designs 
have been extensively studied for almost 50 years, and well-known results in design 
theory immediately give us practical examples of these classes of hash functions. 
Moreover, we can obtain lower bounds on the number of hash functions in such 
a class and construct classes of hash functions whose cardinality meets the lower 
bounds, by applying techniques from combinatorial design theory. 
More specifically, we are able to construct SU2 classes containing O(ab) 
functions, improving results of [5], where the best constructions yield classes with 
O(a 2) functions. With regard to OU2 classes, we give constructions for classes 
having O(a/b) functions (such constructions were also given in [17]). 
As mentioned earlier, this paper emphasizes the connections between universal 
classes of hash functions and combinatorial design theory. An excellent survey of 
applications of design theory to computer science has recently been published by 
Colbourn and van Oorschot [6]; here, we provide a new example of such an 
application. For some recent general references on combinatorial design theory, we 
mention the textbooks [3, 22, 24]. 
Finally, we mention some of the applications of universal hashing. Applications 
to complexity theory have been given in [20, 23, 7, 1, 18]; applications to 
cryptography and authentication i [25, 2, 16, 21]; applications to associative 
memory in [5]; applications to pseudorandom number generation in [8, 13]; 
and applications to probabilistic and random algorithms in [25, 10, 9]. The 
computational complexity of universal hashing is studied in [12]. 
2. OPTIMALLY-UNIVERSAL 2 CLASSES OF HASH FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we study optimally-universal 2 c asses of hash functions. We shall 
characterize these in terms of resolvable balanced incomplete block designs, which 
we now define. A balanced incomplete block design with parameters (v, k, 2) is a pair 
(X, d )  which satisfies the following properties: 
1. X is a set of v elements (called points) 
2. d is a family of subsets of X, each of cardinality k (called blocks) 
3. every pair of distinct points occurs in exactly 2 blocks. 
We shall use the abbreviation (v, k, 2)-BIBD to denote a balanced incomplete 
block design with parameters (v, k, 2). It is easy to see that every point occurs in 
precisely r = 2(v -1 ) / (k -1 )  blocks; this number is called the replication umber 
of the BIBD. Also, the total number of blocks is equal to vr/k. (Warning. In design 
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theory, the latter b is often used to denote the number of blocks in a design. In this 
paper, l) will refer only to the cardinality of the set [B].) 
A set of v/k blocks in a BIBD that partitions the point set is called a parallel 
class. A resolution of a BIBD is a partition of the family of blocks into parallel 
classes. Note that a resolution contains exactly r parallel classes. A BIBD is said to 
be resolvable if it has at least one resolution. Clearly, a resolvable BIBD can exist 
only if k divides v. Our characterization is as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  there exists" a resolvable (v, k, 2)-BIBD, then there exists an 
OU2 class H of hash functions from A to B, where IAI =v, IBI =v/k and Igl =r= 
2(v - 1 )/(k - 1 ). Conversely, if  there exists an 0 U 2 class H of hash functions from A 
to B, where a = IAI and l) = [BI, then there exists a resolvable (v, k, 2 )-BIBD, where 
v = a, k = all) and 2 = 1HI (a - l))/(l)(a - 1)). 
Proof First, suppose (X, d )  is a resolvable (v, k, 2)-BIBD. Define A = X, and 
let B= {1 .... , v/k}. For every parallel class P= {Q1 .... , Qr} of the resolution, we 
construct a hash function he as follows. For every point x eX ,  define he(x)=j ,  
where Qj is the (unique) block in P containing x. Then, let H consist of the r hash 
functions he. 
It is easy to see that H is OU 2. For, let x and y be two distinct points. 
he(x) = he(y)  if and only if x and y occur in the same block in parallel class P. 
Among the r parallel classes in the resolution, x and y occur in the same block in 
2 of them. Hence, 6~r(x, y) = 2 for all x and y. Then we can compute 
1141 (v-v/k) rv(k-1) 
(v /k ) (v -  1) - ~(v -  1) 
r(k - 1) 
v -1  
as desired. 
Conversely, suppose H is an OU2 class of hash functions from A to B, where 
a= LA] and l)= ]B[. Define X=A.  For every hash function hsH and for every 
y s B, define a block Qhy = h- l (Y)  • From the proof of Theorem 1.1, we see that each 
block Qhy has cardinality a/l) and that any two points in X occur in precisely 
;~= IH] (a - l ) ) / ( l ) (a -1 ) )b locks .  Consequently, we have a (v, k, 2)-BIBD. Further, 
the blocks in {Qhy:yeB} form a parallel class for any he l l .  Hence the BIBD is 
resolvable. [ 
As stated earlier, we want to find classes H with 1HI as small as possibe. We can 
do this using some well-known results from design theory. It was proved in 1942 
by Bose [4] that if a resolvable (v, k, 2)-BIBD exists, then r >~ k + 2. In terms of the 
resulting class of hash functions, this condition becomes 
[HI (a -  l)) a 
[HI 
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which simplifies to give [HI >.(a -1) / (b -1 ) .  A resolvable (v,k, 2)-BIBD with 
r = k + 2 is termed affine resolvable. Hence, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. I f  there exists an 0 U 2 class H of hash functions from A to B, 
where a = [A[ and b = IB[, then [HI/> (a -  l ) / (b -  1). Further, there is an OU2 class 
with ]HI = (a -  1 ) / (b -  1) /f and only if there is an affine resolvable (v, k, 2)-BIBD, 
where v = a, k = a/b and ~ = IH[ (a - b)/(b(a - 1)). 
Affine resolvable BIBDs have been studied extensively. A survey was published 
by Shrikhande [19]. One interesting property of affine resolvable BIBDs is that 
any two blocks from different parallel classes have precisely k2/v points in common 
[4]. It is also known that the parameters of an affine resolvable BIBD have the 
form k=s~, v=s2# and 2=(s#-1) / ( s -1 )  [4], where s and # are integers. 
However, the only parameters for which affine resolvable BIBDs are known to exist 
are as follows (see [19]): 
1. An affine resolvable (q', qn-1, (q . - l _  1 ) / (q -  1))-BIBD exists whenever q 
is a prime power and n ~> 2. The blocks of the design are the hyperplanes of 
AG(n, q), the n-dimensional affine geometry over GF(q). 
2. An affine resolvable (4n, 2n, 2n -  1)-BIBD exists whenever a Hadamard 
matrix of order 4n exists. 
The second class of designs are not of practical use as OU2 classes of hash 
functions, since they yield b = 2. The first class is of practical use, however, We 
obtain the following minimal class of OU2 hash functions (an equivalent class was 
presented in [17], although not in our design-theoretic setting). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let q be a prime power and let n >~ 2 be an integer. Then there 
exists an OU2 class H of hash functions from A to B, where lAp =qn, [BI =q, and 
Ial = (qn - 1 ) / (q -  l). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. The following is an affine resolvable (9, 3, 1)-BIBD: 
{1,2,3} {4,5,6} {7,8,9} 
{1, 4, 7} {2, 5, 8} {3, 6, 9} 
{1,5,9} {2,6,7} {3,4,8} 
{1,6,8} {2,4,9} {3,5,7} 
It gives rise to the following class of hash functions: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
h 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 
h 2 I 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
h 3 1 2 3 3 1 2 2 3 1 
h 4 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2 
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We now briefly describe how the class of hash functions described in 
Corollary 2.3 could be implemented efficiently. Let V be the n-dimensional vector 
space over GF(q). A hyperplane in AG(n, q) is the set of all solutions x ~ V to a 
linear equation r. x = s, where r e V, r v a 0, and s ~ GF(q). A parallel class of hyper- 
planes is obtained by fixing r s V and letting s vary over GF(q). We define the hash 
function hr(x) = r. x, so each hr is a function from V to GF(q). This is a very easy 
computation, since we need only perform a few arithmetic operations (addition and 
multiplication) in the field GF(q). 
We can choose a random function hr by choosing a random non-zero vector 
r ~ V. Hence, n log 2 q bits of information suffice to specify hr. However, all scalar 
multiples of a vector r give rise to the same parallel class of hyperplanes in the 
geometry. Hence, we need only consider those vectors r in which the first non-zero 
coordinate is equal to one. With this observation, the number of bits of information 
required to specify h r can  be reduced to log2((q ~-  1 ) / (q -1 ) )= log2  ]HI. 
3. STRONGLY-UNIVERSAL 2 CLASSES OF HASH FUNCTIONS 
An orthogonal array with parameters (n, k, 2) is a 2n 2 x k array of n symbols such 
that every pair of columns contains every ordered pair of symbols exactly )~ times. 
We shall use the abbreviation (n, k, 2)-OA to denote an orthogonal array with 
parameters (n, k, 2). 
Suppose T is an (n, k, ,~)-OA in which the columns are indexed by a set A of 
cardinality k. Suppose the symbol set of T is the set B. For every row r of T, define 
a hash function hr, where hr(x) = T(r, x), for every x e A. Let H consists of the 2n z 
hash functions hr. Then, clearly, H is an SU2 class of hash functions. Conversely, 
from any SU2 class of hash functions, we can obtain an orthogonal array, as 
indicated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  there exists an (n, k, 2)-OA, then there exists an SU2 class H of 
hash functions from A to B, where IAI =k, [B I =n, and IHh =2n 2. Conversely, if 
there exists an SU2 class H of hash functions from A to B, where a = [AI and b-= [BI, 
then there exists an (n, k, 2)-OA, where n = b, k = a, and 2 = IHI/n 2. 
We want to minimize the number of hash functions in an SU2 class. In terms of 
the corresponding orthogonal array, we wish to minimize the value of 2. In 1945, 
Plackett and Burman [14] proved that if an (n, k, ;0-OA exists, then 
kn-k+ 1 
n 2 
Consequently, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  there exists an SU2 class H of hash functions from A to B, 
where a= [AI and b= [B[, then IH[ >a(b -  1)+ 1. 
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There do exist infinite classes of (n,k, 2)-OAs with 2=(kn-k+l ) /n  2. The 
following class of orthogonal arrays was discovered by Rao [15] in 1946. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let q be a prime power and let n >~ 2 be an integer. Then, there 
exists a (q, (qn 1) / (q -  1), q" 2)-OA. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The following is a (2, 7, 2)-OA: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0 1 0 1 0 1  
0 1 1 0 0 1 1  
1 1 0 0 1 1 0  
0 0 0 1 1 1 1  
1 0 1 1 0 1 0  
0 1 1 1 1 0 0  
1 1 0 1 0 0 1  
We obtain the following corollary to Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let q be a prime power and let n ~ 2 be an integer. Then, there 
exists an SU2 class H of hash functions from A to B, where lAp = (qn_ 1 ) / (q -  1), 
IBI = q, and [HI = qn. 
We give a brief description of the construction of Rao (Theorem 3.3). This 
construction is usually stated in terms of projective geometries, but an equivalent 
and shorter presentation can be given in the setting of error-correcting codes. Let 
V denote the n-dimensional vector space over GF(q). The Hamming code ogg~ 
over GF(q) is a code of length (qn_ 1 ) / (q -1 )  for which the parity-check matrix 
has columns that are linearly independent vectors in V. Since Yr, has minimum 
distance 3, it follows from [11, p. 139] that the vectors in the dual code ~,  
written as the rows of an array, form a (q, (q~-  1) / (q -  1), qn-2)-OA. 
Here is a simple implementation of this construction. Define Q to be the set of 
vectors (ql, q2 .... , q,)~ V, where the first non-zero qi= 1. Then [QI = (q" -1 ) / (q -1 )  
and the vectors in Q are linearly independent. (The matrix M whose columns are 
the vectors in Q will be a parity-check matrix for the code 4 .  The vectors in the 
subspace spanned by the rows of M form the rows of the desired orthogonal array.) 
Denote the vectors in Q by P;, 1 ~< i ~< (qn _ 1)/(q - 1). Then the hash functions can 
be defined as follows. For every r = (rl, ..., rn) ~ V, and for 1 ~< i ~< (qn _ 1)/(q - 1), 
define hr(i) = r. Pi. Each hr is a function from {i: 1 ~< i~< (q" - 1 ) / (q -  1)} to GF(q), 
and a random hash function in the class can be specified using n log2 q = log2 IH[ 
bits of information. 
4. UNIVERSAL 2 CLASSES OF HASH FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we study the number of hash functions in U2 classes. We shall 
show that a U2 class requires nearly as many functions as an O U2 class. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If there exists a U2 class H of hash functions from A to B, where 
a= [A] and b= ]BI, then IHI ~ a/b. 
Proof Suppose H is a U 2 class of hash functions from A to B, where a= IA[ 
and b = [B[. For every hash function h ~ H and for every y e B, define a block 
Qhy=h-l(y) (it is possible that some blocks are empty). The incidence structure 
( A, { Qhy : h ~ H, y ~ B}) satisfies the following properties: 
1. there are a points and b I HI blocks 
2. the blocks can be partitioned into ]HI parallel classes of b blocks 
3. every pair of points in at most IHl/b blocks. 
Let C = Qhy be any block; denote k = I cI. For any block Qgx, where g @ h, define 
Ixgx = I C ~ Qgx[. Then we have the following relations, where each sum is taken over 
all g e H, g @ h, and over all x e B: 
l=b( IH I -  1) 
~ ixg~=k(IHl -1)  
~( l~x)~(k~(  IH[ 1) 
\2J \ - -b--  " 
From this it follows that the average of the values Ixgx is/x = k/b. If we compute the 
variance of the Ixgx, we obtain 
o < ~ (ix~x- Ix)~ 
= ~_, Ixgx- 2# ~ pg~ + #2b(IH] - 1) 
< k(k-1)  (~-~--1) + k([HI - 
kZ( l -b )  k lH l (b -1 )  
b b 
)__72) 
1 \ b / (IHI - 1) 
Hence, I HI >~ k. Since each parallel class contains b blocks that partition a points, 
we can choose C such that k= IC[ )a/b. Hence, [HI )a/b, as desired. ] 
Recall that in an OU2 class, we have IHI >/ (a -  1 ) / (b -  1). Thus the two lower 
bounds are very similar, and there is no reason to use U2 classes when numerous 
O U~ classes are known. 
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5. SUMMARY 
This paper has established a new application of combinatorial  design theory to 
computer science. We have characterized universal classes of hash functions in 
terms of combinatorial  designs and have employed design theory to give new, 
efficient constructions for universal classes. 
Another idea due to Wegman and Carter [25] is that of an almost strongly- 
universal class of hash functions, These classes are a relaxation of SU2 classes in 
which the number  of hash functions can be substantially reduced (at least when IAf 
is exponential ly arge compared to ]Bf). The combinatorial  structure and construc- 
tions for almost strongly-universal classes and applications to authentication codes 
are studied in [21]. 
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